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The Motivation:
 Detectors for wavefront sensors (WFS) for the next generation of

large telescopes require 512 x 512 pixels, a noise < 3e- per pixel,
high QE and kHz frame rates*

 Current CCD technologies have high QE, but must trade noise
performance for speed

 Microchannel plate (MCP) detectors with special readouts can
operate noiseless (single photon signal >> readout noise) but
suffered from low QE in the optical

 Newer GaAs photocathodes have obtained QE in the red of ~50%

 Noiseless readouts allow many pixel over-sampling of Shack-
Hartman spot resulting in more linear and robust centroid, even
off-null (see below).
*Angel, R. et al “A Roadmap for the Development of Astronomical Adaptive Optics “, July 6, 2000,
http://www.noao.edu/dir/ao/
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5x5 algorithm error for Gaussian input
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Model of measured centroid vs. true centroid using pixellated sampling of a
Gaussian input function.. The slope of the quad cell algorithm curves change
dramatically with input width while the 5x5 algorithm slopes are similar for
different input widths except for the narrowest input function.

Detector concept
1. Photon creates photo-electron at photocathode

2. MCP amplifies electron by 104, retaining x,y position info

3. Resultant charge cloud lands on active pixel

4. Gated pixel electronics amplify and count event(s)

5. Digital pixel counts transferred off-chip in a fast, noiseless
process
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Medipix2 ASIC Readout Technology
 Developed at CERN for Medipix collaboration

 55 µm pixel @ 256x256 (buttable to 512 x 512).

 Pixel level amp, discriminator,  gate & counter.

 Counts integrated at pixel - No charge transfer

 Whole array read out in 266 µs

 Electronic shutter on counter - accuracy to 20 ns
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Each 55µm Pixel has ~ 500 transistors using 0.25µm CMOS technology
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Readout Architecture: The 13 bit counters of every pixel are connected in
series along columns as a 3328 bit shift register. A bit from every column is
transferred to the 256 bit fast shift register and is then read out via a serial
output (LVDS) or a 32 bit parallel CMOS output for the highest rates (100MHz)

MCP Test Detector
 33 mm MCP chevron suspended 500µm over Medipix2

 Demountable fixture in high vac. chamber

 Adjustable gains, electric fields, and distances to optimize charge
cloud collection onto Medipix pixels

MCPs removed to show Medipix2 readoutDetector assembly mounted on 25cm vac. flange

Initial Results
 Concept works!

 Flat field shows MCP fixed pattern noise
that divides out

 Dynamic range: 1 cps to 500 Mcps

 Spatial resolution consistent with Nyquist
sampling of 55µm pixel

Single Photon Events

Increase integration time
Increase rear field, decrease gain

to decrease charge cloud size

100 µs exposure 1 second exposure
Group 3-2 = 9 lp/mm

Flat field @ 500Mcps
1200 cts/bin

Ratio = Flat1/Flat2

Histogram of Ratio
consistent with

counting statistics
(2% rms)

MCPs
 Low resistance for high event rate

 Fine pitch to improve registration

 Long lifetime for stable gain profile

 All are commercially available

Photocathode
 GaAs (GenIII) for high QE in red (Na LGS)

 Bi-alkali for QE in the blue (Rayleigh LGS)

 Used in night vision tubes

 Optical photocathodes require ultra-high vacuum

 Sealed tube operation

Supporting Technology Requirements

Quantum efficiencies for commonly used optical regime photocathodes

Burle Industries glass MCP
with 2 µm pore diameters
and 3µm pore spacing.

Take two flats Histogram


